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Introduction 

The Metropolitan Travel Survey Archive (MTSA) Project (phase II) was funded by the 

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) of the United States Department of 

Transportation (USDOT) following an earlier phase sponsored by the Bureau of 

Transportation Statistics. There were two objectives of the MTSA project. The first 

objective was to identify, track and collect new travel surveys that have been conducted 

across the country. The second objective was to make the available datasets compatible 

with the Survey Documentation and Analysis (SDA) software to enable online analysis of 

dataset. The motivations for the MTSA project include: 

 Travel surveys are useful instruments that provide valuable insight into the travel 

behavior characteristics of people at a city, county, state or other geographical 

scales.  

 Historical surveys help researchers to observe a temporal shift in travel 

preferences which may play an important role in making appropriate 

transportation related policies and producing better forecasts.  

 With improved statistical techniques, it is increasingly being realized that a survey 

dataset may provide insight into the social behavior of the community. 

 Access to data from the present and the past would make it possible to validate 

and calibrate new transportation planning models. 

 Easy access to datasets spanning different time periods, on the Internet is likely to 

increase research opportunities in general. 

  Properly archiving the travel surveys at a central location (with remote backups) 

safeguards the data against loss to calamities such as fires, earthquakes, floods, 

and terrorist attacks that have befallen earlier surveys.  

Currently the archive hosts about 58 surveys from 28 different metropolitan travel 

survey agencies spanning over 40 years. Of these surveys, 44 have been converted to the 

SDA format while the remaining surveys are incomplete, and have either some variable 

description or a raw data file missing, or both. Appendix 1 lists all the surveys currently 

available at the Metropolitan Travel Survey Archive. Appendix 2 provides the size of 

each survey in trips, persons, households, vehicle and location records. The archive 
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currently hosts 2,718,329 trip records, 516,108 person records, 219,097 household 

records, 173,354 vehicle records and 528,847 location records. 

The Metropolitan Travel Survey Archive project is aided by the Minnesota 

Population Center (MPC). All the data have been hosted on Internet by servers at the 

MPC, and are appropriately backed up by that group, which is responsible for archiving 

historical census data. Moreover, MPC has been helpful in converting the datasets to 

SDA format as they have had experience with the software tool through some other 

projects. 

The rest of this report is divided into three main parts. The first part describes the 

data gathering and collection process and how it was made accessible by launching a new 

website. The second part describes the data handling, cleaning and metadata defining 

process. The last part details the steps involved in converting the datasets to SDA format. 

 

Data Collection  

The first step of the project was to collect survey data from different agencies. As 

this was the second stage of the project, there were already several survey datasets that 

were obtained from the phase 1 of the project. The second phase was started off by 

developing a new website for the project. A new look and background was given to the 

previous website. Apart from usability changes to the website, the content of the website 

was updated and new webpages were added. An ‘acknowledgements’ webpage thanking 

all the agencies and personnel from phase 1, a ‘links’ webpage giving links to relevant 

agencies, and another link to the final report from phase 1 were added to the website. The 

‘archive’ webpage was completely modified to include raw data, documentation, 

rectangularized dataset, the XML metadata and analysis. In the first phase of the project 

the ‘archive’ project included just two columns for the raw data and the documentation 

for the survey. All the webpages were checked to verify that all the links were 

functioning properly and pointed to correct information.  

After the website was modified and readied an announcement letter was sent out 

to different agencies informing them about the launch of the second phase of the project. 

A comprehensive list of all the surveys that have been conducted across the country was 

available from the first phase. A new updated list was obtained in the second phase which 
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included some additional surveys. The list included about 120 agencies across the 

country and the year in which they had conducted the survey. A second list gave the 

contact person and the contact details for each of these agencies. These two lists were 

used to identify all those agencies which were not present in the MTSA archive and that 

had conducted travel survey in the past and for which the contact information was 

available. In the first step of data requisition e-mails were sent out to contact persons at 

several agencies. The e-mails gave a background about the project before requesting for 

data and documentation for a particular year. The e-mail also requested to provide 

information about any other surveys that we were unaware of. A sample e-mail request 

for data is provided in the Appendix 3 

In the event of a non-response from the contact person, a telephone call was made 

to the person. As majority of the first time phone calls went to voice-messages, a second 

round of calls was made until contact was established with a person at the agency. On 

several occasions the call and or the e-mail was redirected to a different relevant person. 

A log detailing the response from each person was maintained. Appendix 3 gives the list 

of all the people who were contacted for the project.  

Apart from contacting agencies on the comprehensive list, the websites of the top 

75 metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) in the United States were browsed to 

identify any surveys that were not shown in the available list. However, no new surveys 

were discovered through this process as most of the metropolitan agencies did not 

mention travel surveys on their websites, and only a few linked to those surveys.  

Another attempt at discovering new travel surveys in the country was made by 

searching through research articles in transportation related journals. The motivation 

behind this was that if a new survey was discovered through this process, then it could 

have been possible to obtain the dataset from the researcher who had conducted the 

study. We have covered Transportation Research Part A & Part D and Transportation 

Research Record dating back to 1990. We found instances of studies that were based on 

travel surveys conducted in the United Kingdom. Within the United States, we found 

reference to Puget Sound household panel survey and San Francisco Bay Area Travel 

survey, which were already in the archive, though no new surveys were discovered, 

indicating that these surveys are potentially underutilized as a research tool. 
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The report and documentation for the Twin Cities 1970 travel behavior inventory, 

which had been thought to be lost, was obtained through the inter-library loan facility 

offered by the University of Minnesota libraries. Due to the rarity of the report, the 

document was scanned and converted to electronic format which can now be accessed on 

the website. After this report was obtained more requests were placed with the inter-

library loan service for all those surveys that appear in our sought list. We were able to 

obtain the documentation for San Francisco Bay Area 1990 Regional Travel 

Characteristics, 1988-89 Household Travel Survey by Maricopa Association of 

Governments, and the 1994 Dallas – Fort Worth Household Travel Survey.  

 

Data Handling  

Currently, the Metropolitan Travel Survey Archive hosts 55 survey datasets from 

28 different agencies across the country spanning between 1965 and the present. Data 

was obtained from different agencies in various spreadsheet formats. The common ones 

included Microsoft Excel, Access, text files, SAS format, and SPSS format. As some of 

these formats required the particular software to access the data, it was decided to convert 

all the datasets to a common format that can be accessed by anybody. All the datasets 

were thus converted to a comma-separated ASCII text file format as this is the most 

common format and can be imported into any kind of spreadsheet or statistical tool. The 

data for the 1977 Baltimore travel survey was obtained in the EBCDIC binary format, 

which is an old format that was used to store data using mainframe computers. Using a 

tool found over the Internet, the EBCDIC format was converted to ASCII format. As the 

data was still not formatted correctly, programs were written in C++ language to convert 

the ASCII data file to correspond to the format mentioned in the documentation. 

Typically most of the raw travel survey datasets comprise of 3-6 component files, 

which when combined together form the raw data of the entire survey. The basic files in 

any travel survey are the trips, person and household files. Several surveys also include 

vehicle and location files while some of them include additional information about 

recruitment process of the respondents to the survey. It is to be observed that some of 

these files may contain personal information such as name of the respondent, telephone 

numbers, or house address. In most of the cases the metropolitan agency conducting the 
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survey removes any kind of personal details before distributing them to other agencies. 

However, any information that may make it possible to identify a particular respondent in 

the survey was deleted before the data was posted on the Internet. 

 

Rectangularization of Data – Rectangularization is the process of combining the 

different component files of a survey together to form one large comprehensive file 

consisting of all the information. The advantage of a rectangularized dataset is that it 

offers the opportunity to analyze and compare any variable in one file with another 

variable in a different file. The drawback to a combined dataset which actually led to 

component individual files was memory and storage limitation and the storage of 

redundant data. A rectangularized dataset becomes much larger in size as compared to the 

component files. Moreover, there is a fair bit of redundant data in a rectangularized 

dataset. For instance, when a household file is attached to a trips file, the same household 

information gets repeated for each trip made by every member of the household. 

However, with computer memory no longer an issue all the datasets in MTSA were 

rectangularized to enable easier analysis of the surveys.  

A rectangularized dataset is obtained by merging the component data files on a 

common variable. All the component files have at least one common variable which is 

usually called the ‘sample number’ which is an identification of the household. Typically 

the order in which the files are merged is trips, person and household. The trips and 

person file are merged using the common field ‘sample number’ and ‘person number’. In 

the merged file, the person records are repeated for each trip made by a member of the 

household. Similarly this combined file is then merged with a household file using the 

common variable ‘sample number’ which then repeats all the household variables for all 

the trips and members of a household. Further, the vehicles file can be merged using the 

‘sample number’ and the ‘vehicle number’ as the common fields. A sample of a 

rectangularized dataset can be seen by accessing the website at 

(http://surveyarchive.org/archive.html ) 

An earlier attempt at converting surveys to SDA format was giving wrong results 

for person and household variables due to the rectangularization of datasets. As 

mentioned above, in the rectangularization process the ‘person records’ and the 
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‘household records’ get repeated when appended to the ‘trip records’. As a result of this 

the person and household variables were getting counted multiple times in the analysis 

when they should have been counted only once for each person and household 

respectively. To prevent the multiple counting of records a dummy variable has been 

added to each dataset which when suitably used can count the person and household 

records only once. The variable (firstper) is such that it assumes a value ‘1’ for the first 

trip made by ‘person 1’ of a household and ‘0’ for all his/her subsequent trips; a value ‘2’ 

for the first trip made by ‘person 2’ of a household and ‘0’ for the rest so on and so forth. 

Therefore, a condition such that “dummy variable =1” can be set to analyze only the 

household records, whereas to evaluate only the person records, the condition can be 

modified to “dummy variable > 0”. 

Another modification that was made to the datasets in comparison to the previous 

attempt was the coding of missing values. SDA fails to recognize blank and negative 

values and therefore all the missing and negative values were recoded as ‘9999999’.i  

 

 Metadata – The raw datasets by themselves seldom make much sense without 

documentation, which explains each of the variable and the category codes. Such 

information about the raw data is known as the ‘metadata’. The metadata can be 

understood as data about data. The metadata consists of two different types of 

information. First, it gives information about the survey itself, which can be in the form 

of detailed reports and other background information. Second, the metadata gives 

information about the different variables that are part of the survey. Different agencies 

use different kinds of formats for providing information about the survey variables 

including tables, text files etc. An attempt to standardize the method of storing metadata 

is the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI). 

 

Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) - The Data Documentation Initiative is an effort 

to establish an international criterion and methodology for the content, presentation, 

transport, and preservation of 'metadata' about datasets in the social and behavioral 

sciences. Though the initiative was conceptualized with social sciences in mind, the 

concept is being adopted in other fields as well. The Nesstar software package developed 
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in Europe has been used for DDI and online analysis for some transportation related 

surveys.  

 In the MTSA project, metadata for variables has been coded in the XML format. 

XML is a markup language for documents containing structured information. Structured 

information contains both content (words, pictures, etc.) and some indication of what role 

that content plays. This markup language was created so that richly structured documents 

could be used over the web and since its inception the number of applications currently 

being developed that are based on, or make use of, XML documents has been increasing. 

The XML file for each dataset gives the name of the variable in the dataset, its label and 

the different categorical values that the variable assumes in the survey. The XML file 

also gives the starting and ending count of the variable thereby giving its length or width. 

The XML file forms the basis for converting the dataset to the SDA format and has been 

discussed in detail in the next section. Appendix 5 shows a sample XML file. 

 

Survey Documentation and Analysis  

One of the primary objectives of MTSA project is to make the travel surveys 

publicly available and enable an online analysis of the survey data. Survey 

Documentation and Analysis (SDA) tool has been used for the online analysis of datasets 

in the MTSA. SDA is a set of programs for the documentation and web-based analysis of 

survey data. The set of programs has been developed and maintained by the Computer-

assisted Survey Methods (CSM) program at the University of California, Berkeley 

(http://sda.berkeley.edu ). One of the main features of SDA is that it splits large datasets 

into column vectors in binary format. Such division of data enables faster analysis 

especially when dealing with large datasets.  

The outputs of the SDA tool can be classified into two main parts – a Codebook 

and the Analysis. A raw survey dataset typically consists of variables which takes the 

variable name and the corresponding values for each dataset. Each survey is accompanied 

with documentation that explains the variable name and the also the values that the 

variable assumes. For online analysis, the SDA produces a codebook that lists the 

variables used in the survey and also gives the details of those variables such as the label 

or the actual meaning of the variable, the codes used for different values of the variable, 
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the type of the variable in the dataset (character/numeric) and the width of the variable. 

The second output of the SDA tool is the analysis tools – SDA provides several statistical 

analysis tools including frequencies and cross-tabulations, comparison of means, 

correlation matrix, comparison of correlations, multiple regressions, list values of 

individual cases and logit and probit analysis.  

The conversion of datasets and associated documentation to the SDA format 

entails the following steps: 

Step 1: 

The first step consists of converting the rectangularized dataset and the associated 

XML file which details the variables in the dataset to a format compatible with SDA. For 

the SDA package the rectangularized raw dataset, which exists as a comma separated text 

file, is converted to a fixed format and the documentation for the dataset is converted 

from the XML format to a DDL (data documentation language) format. A set of 

programs has been written that parse through the data text file and convert it to a fixed 

format on the basis of the width mentioned in the documentation (DDL file) file. In doing 

so, the code strips off the commas in the data file and pads the variable values with either 

zeros or blank spaces such that the width of the variable value in the data file matches 

with that coded in the documentation file. For padding a variable value of type numeric, 

zeros are added to the left of the value and for a string variable blank spaces are added to 

the right of the value. For instance, a value of ‘15’ for a numeric variable of width ‘7’ 

gets converted to ‘0000015’, whereas a string variable of width ‘10’ and taking the value 

‘abcde’ becomes ‘abcde     ’. 

Data Description Language (DDL) - The Data Description Language (DDL) is used for 

describing the characteristics of a dataset. The descriptions are of two types: a description 

of the study as a whole, and a description of each variable.  

For the MTSA project the DDL file is used only to describe the variables of the 

dataset. The DDL file can be obtained by running an in-built utility program in SDA 

called “XCONVERT”. This program takes the documentation of the survey in SPSS, 

SAS or STATA format and converts it to a DDL file. In this project as the documentation 

for each of the surveys has been coded as an XML file, another script has been 

programmed that converts the XML format to an SPSS format which is then used by the 
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XCONVERT to produce the DDL file. This DDL is finally used in conjunction with the 

text dataset to convert the comma separated data to a fixed format dataset.  

For the first step, all the intermediary programs have been combined and linked 

together in a DOS script called “RUNME.BAT”. This program takes as its input the raw 

dataset in a comma separated text file and the data documentation in the XML format. 

When the program is run on any dataset the following actions take place: 

 The XML file is converted to an SPSS documentation file format (*.sps). A 

sample *.sps file can be seen in the appendix. 

 The XCONVERT program converts the SPSS format file to the DDL format 

(*.ddl). A typical DDL file has been attached in the appendix. 

 The DDL file is used to strip-off the commas in the raw dataset and convert it 

to fixed file format (*.fixed) Appendix 6 shows a typical fixed format file. 

 The final output of “RUNME.BAT” is the DDL file and the fixed format 

dataset. 

For this step we received help from Glen Coakley Senior Software Engineer with 

the Minnesota Population Center. He helped us in writing some of the programs and also 

in debugging some of the errors.  

There are two kinds of bugs that may come into the program at this stage. The 

first bug might simply be due to a numbering error in the XML file. Due to the different 

formats in which documentation for variables is found, the XML files have been coded 

manually and therefore it is likely that some numbering errors get incorporated while 

coding the XML file. On running the executable file, an erroneous DDL file will thus be 

generated. The second error is likely due to a typos error while coding the XML file in 

which case again the program will give an error. 

 

Step 2: 

In the second step the variables of the dataset are converted to SDA variables. 

Each variable is stored as a column variable with the number of rows equal to the number 

of records in the dataset. Moreover, each of these variables is stored in binary format 

which makes the storage of data easier and online analysis of the variables faster. The 

SDA package provides another in-built program called “MAKESDA” which takes as 
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input the fixed format data file and the DDL format documentation file. The output of the 

MAKESDA program consists of several binary files, one corresponding to each of the 

variables in the dataset. 

This step faces the maximum number of bugs in the conversion process. The 

program runs through each and every record in the dataset and tries to match the total 

length of the record with that mentioned in the documentation DDL file. If any of the 

variables in a record do not match its corresponding length as mentioned in the 

documentation file, then consequently the length of the entire record does not match with 

the cumulative length as in the DDL file and the program gives an error. The errors can 

be classified as two main types – first, if the length of any record is greater than that 

mentioned in the DDL file and second, if the length of the record is smaller than that in 

the DDL file. The first error may occur due to the following reasons: 

 There could simply be a numbering error in the XML file, while coding the 

widths of each variable, that consequently gets manifested in the DDL file 

 The width or the length of the variable might actually be greater than that 

coded in the DDL file. For instance, the highest value taken by a variable 

might be ‘999’ though it is coded as a variable of width ‘2’. 

The errors of the second type where the length is shorter than the documented 

length go undetected at this step and the program still generates SDA variables for the 

dataset.  

 

Step 3:  

In the third step an in-built program in SDA called ‘XCODEBK’ is used to 

process the SDA variables obtained from the previous step to form the codebook for the 

survey. A command file is coded that tells the ‘XCODEBK’ program to produce the 

output in an HTML format. The command file also tells the program where the list of 

variables has to be found. The output of the program is a series of webpages that contain 

all the details mentioned in the DDL documentation file. In addition to the labels, width, 

type and category codes of the variables, the codebook thus generated also includes the 

frequencies of different category codes in the variable. It is at this stage that the second 

type of bug that was mentioned in step 2 becomes apparent. If the length of a record is 
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less than that mentioned in the DDL file, then even though SDA variables are generated 

the frequencies of different category codes do not match the actual values. Moreover, the 

codebook displays non-existent category codes for variables as the program confuses the 

values for the variable with neighboring variables due to the inconsistency in widths in 

the dataset and the DDL file. To debug the second type of error, the frequencies obtained 

from the codebook were cross-checked with the actual dataset using Stata statistical 

software.  

 

Step 4:  

The final step consists of providing the link between the webpage that houses SDA 

datasets and the analysis SDA analysis programs. The link is provided by using a 

‘HARC’ file that specifies the path to the folder where all the SDA analysis programs and 

the different survey datasets are located. Appendix 6 shows the HARC file used for 

MTSA project listing all the datasets. 

 

Conclusion 

 The second phase of the MTSA project has seen basically the conversion of 

available datasets to the SDA format. The new datasets that were obtained in this phase 

include Anchorage 2002, Baltimore 1977, Evansville Metropolitan Planning 

Organization 2000, Pima Association of Governments – Tucson 1993 and 2000, Southern 

California Association of Government – 1991, 2000, North Front Range Metropolitan 

Planning Organization 1998, Maricopa Association of Governments – 1989, San 

Francisco Bay Area 1965, 1981, 1990, 1996 and Washington DC 1968 and 1988. In 

addition to these datasets, only the documentation was obtained for Wisconsin 2004 

Origin-Destination Survey. Appendix 1 lists all the complete and incomplete surveys 

currently available with MTSA. The table also gives a description of missing files for 

each of the incomplete datasets.  

 The Metropolitan Travel Survey Archive is the only known resource of such 

valuable data which also provides tools to enable analysis of these surveys. We are 

hopeful of obtaining more travel surveys in the future as some of the transportation 

agencies were in the process of cleaning up the travel data and wanted some more time 
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before they could make the data available to us. However, at the same time several 

agencies were reluctant to provide the data to us. The main concern was with respect to 

the privacy issues of the respondents while making the survey data available in the public 

domain. We at our end have strived hard to remove any kind of personal information 

present in the datasets. On one occasion upon contacting the Texas Department of 

Transportation, which conducted several travel surveys, we were asked to pay a 

considerable amount of money, which put those datasets out of the reach of this project 

due to budgetary constraints. 

 Apart from collecting new travel surveys, phase 2 of the MTSA project also saw 

conversion of datasets to the SDA format to enable online analysis of the data. The SDA 

tool can be used to get frequencies, cross-tabulations, regressions, logit estimations, 

correlations etc. We have ensured that the results obtained from the online tool are 

consistent with the actual results.  

For the future of the MTSA project, we believe that it should be a continuous 

process, where new travel data are added to the archive as and when new surveys are 

conducted.  
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Appendix 1: List of Complete and Incomplete Surveys within MTSA 
AGENCY Surveys Missing 
Anchorage, Municipality of 
Anchorage  2002  
Atlanta, Atlanta Regional 
Commission  1991, 2001  
Baltimore, Baltimore 
Metropolitan Council  1977, 1993 Household File 1993 
Boston, Boston Metropolitan 
Planning Organization  1991  
California Department of 
Transportation  1991, 2001 1991 Variable description 
Chicago, Chicago Area 
Transportation Study  1990  
Cincinnati, Ohio, Kentucky, 
Indiana Regional Council of 
Governments  1995 

Person data file & Variable 
description 

Cleveland, Northeast Ohio 
Area wide Coordinating 
Agency and Policy Board  1994 

Person data file & Variable 
description 

Dallas, North Central Texas 
Council of Governments  1996, 1998, 1999 Variable Description 1999 
Daytona Beach, Volusia 
County Metropolitan Planning 
Organization  2002  
Detroit, Southeast Michigan 
Council of Governments  1994  
Evansville, Evansville 
Metropolitan Planning 
Organization  2000  
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Department of Transportation  1987, 1995, 1997, 2000 1987, 1995, 1997 - Data 
Los Angeles, Southern 
California Association of 
Governments  1991  
Minneapolis & St.Paul, Twin 
Cities Metropolitan Council  1970, 1990, 2000 1970 - Variable description 
New York, New York 
Metropolitan Transportation 
Council  1997-98  
North Front Range 
Metropolitan Planning 
Organization  1998 Variable Description  
Philadelphia, Delaware Valley 
Regional Planning Commssion  1987-88  
Phoenix, Maricopa Association 
of Governments  1988-89, 2001 1988-89 Variable description 
Portland, Oregon Department 
of Transportation and 
Metropolitan Service District  1994  
Sacramento, Sacramento 
Area Council of Governments 1991, 1999  
Saint Louis, East-West 
Coordinating Council of 1990, 2002  
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Governments  
Salt Lake City, Wasatch Front 
Regional Council  1993  
San Diego, San Diego 
Association of Governments  1995 Trips file 

San Francisco, San Francisco 
Bay Area Transit  1965, 1981, 1990, 1996, 2000 1965, 1981 - Variable Description 
Seattle, Puget Sound Regional 
Council  

1989, 1990, 1992, 1994, 
1996, 1997, 1999, 2000  

Washington DC, Metropolitan 
Washington Council of 
Governments  1968, 1988, 1994  
Wilmington, Wilmington Area 
Planning Council 1988 Data 
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Appendix 2: Total Number of Records in the Archive 

AGENCY Years Files Trip/Activity Person Household Vehicle Location 
Total 

Records Additional comments 
Anchorage, Municipality of 
Anchorage  2002 TPHVL 15,031 3,029 1,293 2,561 7,677 15,030  
Atlanta, Atlanta Regional 
Commission  1991 TPH 23,308 6,351 2,138   23,308  
Atlanta, Atlanta Regional 
Commission  2001 TPHVL 65,535 18,327 8,069 15,050 64,617 65,535  

Baltimore, Baltimore 
Metropolitan Council  1977 TPH 23,458 6,553 2,692   2,114 

Due to missing households in 
Person & Household file, several 
Trip records got dropped while 

rectangularizing 
Boston, Boston 
Metropolitan Planning 
Organization  1991 TPH 39,372 9,280 2,347   39,300 

This dataset lacks a final report 
or methodology of the survey 

California Department of 
Transportation  2001 TPHVL 175,861 40,147 17,040 33,541 94,300 175,649  
Chicago, Chicago Area 
Transportation Study  1990 TPHVL 162,756 40,567 19,313   162,755  
Cleveland, Northeast Ohio 
Area wide Coordinating 
Agency & Policy Board 1994 TP 17,101 4,159    17,101 

This dataset contains only the 
Trips and Person file, it does not 

contain the HH file 

Dallas, North Central Texas 
Council of Governments  1996 APHV 119,864 12,313 4,338 8,401  119,864 

The dataset lacks documentation 
of survey and hence does not 

contain XML and Analysis links 
Daytona Beach, Volusia 
County Metropolitan 
Planning Organization  2002 TPHL 13,408 2,727 1,397   13,408  
Detroit, Southeast Michigan 
Council of Governments  1994 TPH 65,535 18,344 7,361   65,535  
Evansville, Evansville 
Metropolitan Planning 
Organization  2000 TPHVL 20,096 4,069 1,737 3,565 6,691 21,070 

The survey does not have a 
survey report  

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Department of 
Transportation  2000 APH 33,082 11,426 5,168   33,082  
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Los Angeles, Southern 
California Association of 
Governments  1991 TPH 71,349 36,931 16,084   71,349  
Los Angeles, Southern 
California Association of 
Governments  2000 TPHV 190,169 40,376 16,939 30,274  190,049  
Minneapolis & St. Paul, 
Twin Cities Metropolitan 
Council  1982 TPH 21,944 6,059 2,460   21,667  
Minneapolis & St. Paul, 
Twin Cities Metropolitan 
Council  1990 TPH 98,535 24,510 9,746   98,534  
Minneapolis & St. Paul, 
Twin Cities Metropolitan 
Council  2000 TPHVL 58,345 14,671 6,219 11,718 39,302 58,345  
New York, New York 
Metropolitan Transportation 
Council  1997-98 TPHVL 65,535 27,369 11,264 17,517 55,349 65,535  
North Front Range 
Metropolitan Planning 
Organization  1998 TPH 13,349     13,349 

The dataset lacks documentation 
of the survey and hence does not 
have the XML and Analysis links 

Philadelphia, Delaware 
Valley Regional Planning 
Commssion  1987-88 TPH 18,899 5,733 2,425   18,899  
Phoenix, Maricopa 
Association of 
Governments  1988-89 TPH 26,733 6,463 2,993   26,739  
Phoenix, Maricopa 
Association of 
Governments  2001 TPHVL 75,560 9,863 4,018 6,168 27,774 75,560  
Portland, Oregon Dept. of 
Transportation and 
Metropolitan Service 
District  1994 TPH 129,188 10,048 4,451   129,187  
Sacramento, Sacramento 
Area Council of 
Governments 1991 TPH 40,590 9,757 4,375   40,590  
Sacramento, Sacramento 
Area Council of 
Governments 1999 TPHVL 43,086 9,132 3,942 7,734 24,374 43,086  
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Saint Louis, East-West 
Coordinating Council of 
Governments  1990 TPH 16,712 3,566 1,446   16,712  
Saint Louis, East-West 
Coordinating Council of 
Governments  2002 TPH 46,909 11,490 5,094   46,909  
Salt Lake City, Wasatch 
Front Regional Council  1993 TPH 40,952 8,333 3,082   40,952 

The survey does not contain 
documentation for the survey 

San Diego, San Diego 
Association of 
Governments  1995 TPH  5,354 2,055   5,354  
San Francisco, San 
Francisco Bay Area Transit  1990 TPH 70,774 21,278 9,359   40,590  
San Francisco, San 
Francisco Bay Area Transit  1996 TPHV 203,304 7,990 3,618 6,550 208,763 64,105  
San Francisco, San 
Francisco Bay Area Transit  2000 TPHVL 190,170 40,377 15,064 30,275  43,086  
Seattle, Puget Sound 
Regional Council  1989 TPH 38,939 3,392 1,712   31,881  
Seattle, Puget Sound 
Regional Council  1990 TPH 39,968 4,205 2,023   34,161  
Seattle, Puget Sound 
Regional Council  1992 TPH 35,748 3,359 1,894   29,510  
Seattle, Puget Sound 
Regional Council  1994 TPH 38,108 3,463 1,938   30,792  
Seattle, Puget Sound 
Regional Council  1996 TPH 36,480 4,512 2,238   29,506  
Seattle, Puget Sound 
Regional Council  1997 TPH 42,022 3,946 2,007   33,760  
Seattle, Puget Sound 
Regional Council  1999 TPH 36,899 4,501 2,664   36,899  
Seattle, Puget Sound 
Regional Council  2000 TPH 32,225 4,665 2,229   25,701  
Washington DC, 
Metropolitan Washington 
Council of Governments  1968 TPH 149,505     149,505 

The survey does not contain any 
report for the survey  

Washington DC, 
Metropolitan Washington 
Council of Governments  1988 TPH 47,314     47,314 

The survey does not contain any 
report for the survey 
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Washington DC, 
Metropolitan Washington 
Council of Governments  1994 TPH 41,712 11,632 4,865   41,678 

The survey does not contain any 
report for the survey 

Wilmington, Wilmington 
Area Planning Council 1988        

This survey does not have any 
data, it only has the report 

          
Total Records   2,735,430 520,627 219,097 173,354 528,847 2,438,029  
          
A = Activity file          
H = Household file          
L = Location file          
P = Persons file          
T = Trips file          
V = Vehicle file          
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Appendix 3: List of Agency Contacts 

Agency Person contacted  Surveys requested Response Code 
Baltimore Metropolitan Council Gene Bandy 1987-88, 2001 B 
California Deparment of Transportation Dr. Ayalew Adamu 1991, 2000-01, 2001 A 
Chicago Area Transportation Study Jon Hallas 1956, 1970, 1979, 1988, 1989 E 
Chicago Area Transportation Study Fijal, Alan R   I 
Delaware Valley Reg. Planning Commission Scott Brady 2001 E 
Delaware Valley Reg. Planning Commission Tom Walker   C 
Denver Regional COG Larry Mugler 1985, 1991, 1996-1999 E 
Denver Regional COG John Coil   B 
Des Moines Area MPO Adam Noelting 2001 B 

El Paso MPO 
Salvador Gonzales 
Ayala 1994 K 

Florida Department of Transportation Vidya Mysore 
1987, 1991, 1995, 1996, 1997, 

2000  G 
Hawaii Department of Transportation Julia Tsumoto 2001 K 
Houston-Galveston Area Council Alan Clark 1994-1995 A 
Knoxville MPO Jeffrey Welch 2001 E 
Knoxville MPO Mike Cogner 2001 F 
Maricopa Association of Governments Harry Wolfe 1998-99, 2001 E 
Maricopa Association of Governments Zhang   A 
Maryland Department of Transportation Ron Spalding 1966, 1979, 1991 E 
Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities Area Robert J. Paddock 1949, 1958, 1970, 1982 A 
Metropolitan Washington COG Martha Kile 1948, 1956 K 
Michigan Department of Transportation Garth Banninga 2004-05 F 
Mid-America Regional Council Charles Gorugantula 1989, 1992, 1993, 2004 B 
Mid-Ohio RPC Nancy Reger 1999 E 
Nashville Area MPO Jeanne Stevens 1998 K 

New Jersey Department of Transportation James DeRose 1987 
A (only reports - no 

data) 

New Jersey Department of Transportation Orlando Ventura   
A (only reports - no 

data) 
New York Metropolitan Transportation Council Kuo-Ann Chiao 1989, 1995, 1999 E 
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New York Metropolitan Transportation Council Colleen Hagan   J 
New York State Department of Transportation Nathan Erlbaum 2001 J 
Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency Ronald Eckner 2003 L 
Ohio Department of Transportation Ansen Wu 2003 F 
Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana Regional Council of 
Governments Mary Luebbers 1999 H 
Pima Association of Governments Andy Gunning 1993 E 
Pima Association of Governments Tom Cooney 1993 A 
Sacramento Area COG Gillian Biedler 1992, 1995, 2000 A 
San Diego Association of Governments Karen Lamphere 1966, 1977, 1986 E 
San Diego Association of Governments Bill McFarlane   H 
Southeast Michigan Council of Governments Xuan Liu 2005 C 
Southeastern WI Regional Planning Commission John Zastrow 1991-92 A 
Southern CA Association of Governments Pablo Gutierrez 1960,1967,1976,2001 2002 A 
Southwest Washington Regional Transp. Council Shinwon Kim 1995 A 
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission Chuck Imbrogno 2001 B 
Spokane Regional Transportation Council Eric Johnson 2005 K 
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency David Atkins 2005 K 
Texas Department of Transportation Tim Juarez 1999 E 
Texas Department of Transportation Janie Bynum 1999   
Triangle Regional Model Service Bureau 
(contact for Charlotte Area) Mei Ingram 1987, 2002 B 
Wilmington Area Planning Council Daniel Blevins 1964, 1988 E 
University of Delaware Dave Racca   H 
Wilmington Urban Area MPO Mark Tinkler 2003 K 

Wisconsin Department of Transportation Don Uelmen 2001 
A (only reports - no 

data) 

Wisconsin Department of Transportation Lang spicer   
A (only reports - no 

data) 
Geostats Jean Wolf GPS surveys F 
BART Val Menotti SP surveys I 
  Jean G. Hart SP surveys F 
  Bob Lockhart   E 
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Pikes Peak Area COG Mary Frye 1992 by NuStats F 
Pikes Peak Area COG Craig Casper   H 
Southeast Texas Regional Planning Commission Bob Dickinson 1993 NuStats H 
Brownsville MPO Enrique Trejo 1991 NuStats K 
Amarillo MPO Gary Holwick 1990 NuStats H 
Pueblo Area COG Don Vest 1993 NuStats H 
Anchorage Metro. Area Transportation Study Jon Spring 2002 NuStats A 
Community Planning Association of Southwest 
Idaho Charles Trainor 2002 NuStats F 
Evansville Urban Transportation Study Rose Zigenfus 2001 NuStats K 
Evansville Urban Transportation Study Syed   A 
North Front Range Trans. & Air Quality Planning Co Andres Gomez 1998 NuStats A 
San Francisco County Transportation 
Authority José Luis Moscovich SP surveys E 
San Francisco County Transportation 
Authority Billy Charlton SP surveys I 
Alameda County CMA Jean  Hart SP surveys E 
Champaign County Regional Planning Commission Ekta Bhardwaj 2002 H 

 

Response Key   
Code Response 

A Receieved the Data 
B Promised the data, needs more time  
C Data still being processed 
D Survey too old to be found out 
E Redirected to correct person 
F Refused due to confidentiality issues 
G Refused - effort not worthwhile 
H No response after repeated attempts 
I Wrong Information 
J Surveys lost 
K Wrong contact information 
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L Needs more time to search the data 
M Charged hourly rate for processing data 
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Appendix 4: Sample E-mail to Different Agencies for Data Requisition 

 
Dear ABC, 
 
I am a Researcher at the University of Minnesota, working 
as a part of the NEXUS (Networks, Economics and Urban 
Systems) research group headed by Dr. David Levinson. We 
are presently developing a Metropolitan Travel Survey 
Archive ( http://www.surveyarchive.org ), funded by the 
Federal Highway Administration, collecting travel diaries 
and other surveys conducted over the past several decades 
to preserve the data and putting them online to facilitate 
access to data by interested parties. 
 
Currently, we do not have any survey data for XYZ Area. 
However, we believe there was a travel survey conducted by 
ABC agency in YYYY year. We would be grateful if you could 
provide us with the raw data and supporting documentation 
for this survey. If you know of other relevant surveys in 
your area that are not listed on our archive, we would 
appreciate your letting us know about (and if possible, 
providing) those as well. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
Looking forward to your response. 
 
Thanking you in advance for your cooperation. 
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Appendix 5 : Sample XML Documentation for Southern California Association of Governments - 1991 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<varlist name="St Louis 1990" delimiter=","> 
    <variable name="sampno" desc="Sample number" start="1" end="4" type="numeric"/> 
    <variable name="persno" desc="Person number" start="5" end="6" type="numeric"/> 
    <variable name="tripno" desc="Trip number" start="7" end="8" type="numeric"/> 
    <variable name="address2" desc="Address 2 information" start="9" end="38" type="string"/> 
    <variable name="strtyp" desc="Street type" start="39" end="40" type="string"/> 
    <variable name="city" desc="City" start="41" end="63" type="string"/> 
    <variable name="state" desc="State" start="64" end="65" type="string"/> 
    <variable name="zipcode" desc="Zip code" start="66" end="70" type="numeric"/> 
 <variable name="place" desc="Kind of place" start="71" end="71" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="0" label="Residential"/> 
  <category code="1" label="Agriculture, forestry and fishing"/> 
  <category code="2" label="Manufacturing - durable items"/> 
  <category code="3" label="Manufacturing - non durable items"/> 
  <category code="4" label="Transportation, communication and other Industrial non-manufacturing"/> 
  <category code="5" label="Commercial retail"/> 
  <category code="6" label="Commercial services"/> 
  <category code="7" label="Wholesale trade and contracting"/> 
  <category code="8" label="Public and quasi-public buildings"/> 
  <category code="9" label="Public and quasi-public open spaces"/> 
    </variable>   
 <variable name="purpose" desc="Trip purpose" start="72" end="72" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="0" label="Return home"/> 
  <category code="1" label="Go to work"/> 
  <category code="2" label="Shopping"/> 
  <category code="3" label="School"/> 
  <category code="4" label="Personal"/> 
  <category code="5" label="Social or recreational"/> 
  <category code="6" label="Eat meal"/> 
  <category code="7" label="Job related"/> 
  <category code="8" label="Change mode (eg auto to bus)"/> 
  <category code="9" label="Pick-up or drop off passenger"/> 
    </variable>   
   <variable name="begin_time" desc="Beginning time of trip" start="73" end="76" type="numeric"/> 
   <variable name="begin_ampm" desc="AM or PM" start="77" end="77" type="string"> 
  <category code="A" label="AM"/> 
  <category code="P" label="PM"/> 
    </variable>   
   <variable name="end_time" desc="Ending time of trip" start="78" end="81" type="numeric"/> 
   <variable name="end_ampm" desc="AM or PM" start="82" end="82" type="string"> 
  <category code="A" label="AM"/> 
  <category code="P" label="PM"/> 
    </variable>   
 <variable name="mode" desc="Mode of travel" start="83" end="83" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="1" label="Driver (auto, van, pick-up, motorcycle)"/> 
  <category code="2" label="Passenger (auto, van, pick-up, motorcycle)"/> 
  <category code="3" label="Public bus"/> 
  <category code="4" label="Taxi"/> 
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  <category code="5" label="School bus"/> 
  <category code="6" label="Heavy truck"/> 
  <category code="7" label="Walk or bicycle (to work)"/> 
  <category code="8" label="Other"/> 
    </variable>   
 <variable name="auto_occ" desc="Number in vehicle" start="84" end="84" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="0" label="Not applicable (mode of travel was not driver)"/> 
  <category code="1" label="One person (driver)"/> 
  <category code="2" label="Two persons"/> 
  <category code="3" label="Three persons"/> 
  <category code="4" label="Four persons"/> 
  <category code="5" label="Five persons"/> 
  <category code="6" label="Six persons"/> 
  <category code="7" label="Seven persons"/> 
  <category code="8" label="Eight persons"/> 
  <category code="9" label="Nine persons"/> 
    </variable>   
 <variable name="relation" desc="Relationship to head" start="85" end="85" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="1" label="Head of household"/> 
  <category code="2" label="Spouse or partner"/> 
  <category code="3" label="Child"/> 
  <category code="4" label="Other member of household"/> 
  <category code="5" label="Out of area visitor"/> 
    </variable>   
   <variable name="age" desc="Age" start="86" end="87" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="99" label="Refused"/> 
    </variable>   
   <variable name="gender" desc="sex" start="88" end="88" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="1" label="Male"/> 
  <category code="2" label="Female"/> 
    </variable>   
   <variable name="license" desc="Driver's license" start="89" end="89" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="1" label="Yes (respondent has a valid driver's license)"/> 
  <category code="2" label="No (respondent does not have a valid driver's license)"/> 
    </variable>   
 <variable name="empstat" desc="Employment status" start="90" end="94" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="1" label="Employed full time"/> 
  <category code="2" label="Employed part time"/> 
  <category code="3" label="Employed multiple jobs"/> 
  <category code="4" label="Housemaker"/> 
  <category code="5" label="Retired"/> 
  <category code="6" label="Student"/> 
  <category code="7" label="Other"/> 
    </variable>   
   <variable name="interview" desc="Interviewed" start="95" end="95" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="1" label="Yes"/> 
  <category code="2" label="No"/> 
    </variable>   
   <variable name="diary" desc="Diary used" start="96" end="96" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="1" label="Yes"/> 
  <category code="2" label="No"/> 
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    </variable>   
    <variable name="famsiz" desc="Family size" start="97" end="98" type="numeric"/> 
    <variable name="famsiz5p" desc="Family size (5 years and older)" start="99" end="100" type="numeric"/> 
    <variable name="visitors" desc="Number of visitors on travel day" start="101" end="101" type="numeric"/> 
    <variable name="autos" desc="Auto available" start="102" end="102" type="numeric"/> 
 <variable name="income" desc="Income code" start="103" end="104" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="0" label="less than 10,000"/> 
  <category code="1" label="10,000 to 14,999"/> 
  <category code="2" label="15,000 t0 19,999"/> 
  <category code="3" label="20,000 to 24,999"/> 
  <category code="4" label="25,000 to 29,999"/> 
  <category code="5" label="30,000 to 34,999"/> 
  <category code="6" label="35,000 t0 39,999"/> 
  <category code="7" label="40,000 to 49,999"/> 
  <category code="8" label="50,000 to 59,999"/> 
        <category code="9" label="60,000 or more"/> 
        <category code="99" label="Refused"/> 
    </variable>   
    <variable name="traveld" desc="Travel day" start="105" end="108" type="numeric"/> 
    <variable name="lstphone" desc="Listed phone" start="109" end="109" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="1" label="Yes, the phone number is listed"/> 
  <category code="2" label="No, the phone number is not listed"/> 
    </variable>   
    <variable name="trips" desc="Number of trip makers" start="110" end="111" type="numeric"/> 
    <variable name="trpmkrs" desc="Number of Non- trip makers (trips in vehicles)" start="112" end="113" 
type="numeric"/> 
    <variable name="ntrpmkrs" desc="Number of non- trip makers" start="114" end="115" type="numeric"/> 
 <variable name="compltnc" desc="Completion code" start="116" end="116" type="numeric"> 
  <category code="1" label="Completed survey"/> 
  <category code="2" label="Refused"/> 
  <category code="3" label="No one home, repeated calls"/> 
  <category code="4" label="Language problems"/> 
  <category code="5" label="Not in the area on the travel date"/> 
  <category code="6" label="Sick on the travel day"/> 
  <category code="7" label="Household was demolished or converted to commercial use"/> 
  <category code="8" label="Household moved"/> 
        <category code="9" label="Other"/> 
    </variable>   
 <variable name="firstper" desc="Person in a household appearing for the first time" start="117" end="117" 
type="numeric"> 
  <category code="1" label="Person 1 appearing for the first time in a household"/> 
  <category code="2" label="Person 2 appearing for the first time in a household"/> 
        <category code="3" label="Person 3 appearing for the first time in a household"/> 
        <category code="4" label="Person 4 appearing for the first time in a household"/> 
        <category code="5" label="Person 5 appearing for the first time in a household"/> 
        <category code="6" label="Person 6 appearing for the first time in a household"/> 
  <category code="7" label="Person 7 appearing for the first time in a household"/> 
        <category code="8" label="Person 8 appearing for the first time in a household"/> 
 </variable> 
     
</varlist> 
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Appendix 6 : Sample Dataset in Fixed File format for Southern  
California Association of Governments – 1991 (the file has been truncated) 

 
 

020011010000022000000500000010000001000000200000020000002000000300000010

000008000001400000210021.15000000200000990000002000000199999990000015000

00010000002FRIENDS HOUSE                                                                   LOS 

ANGELES                                                                     HOME                                                                            

LOS ANGELES              

000000100000010000001000000102653.0202653.0200000370000265500002655000003

700000000000001000000100000040000000000000000000080000001000000200000020

000003000000100000110000015000002800000330265.259999999000000100265.25000

000010000000100000000000000100000010000000000000000000000000000000000001

0000000500000010000001200000012000000020000000000000000SANTA PAULA              

0093060000011100700420000004000000400000010000000213:24:59         

020011020000040000000100000020000001000000400000010000002000001400000010

00000200000080008.060008.060000002000009900000020000002000000300000040000

0020000002SCHOOL                                                                          FILLMORE                                                                        

HOME                                                                            FILLMORE                 

000000500000010000001000000100000003000000030000111000000030000000300001

110000001000000000000010000003000000000000000000002000000100000020000002

0000003000001100000020000010000003300000280265.259999999000000100265.2500

000001000000010000000000000010000001000000000000000000000000000000000000

10000000500000010000001200000012000000020000000000000000SANTA PAULA              

009306000001110070042000000400000040000001000000020                

020011030000039000000100000010000001000000100000010000002000001400000010

000003000001000006.500007.50000002000009900000020000001999999900000500000

0020000002WORK                                                                            PICO RIVERA                                                                     

HOME                                                                            LOS ANGELES              

00000010000001000000100000010000502400005024000003702674.0202674.02000003

700000000000000000000100000020000000000000000000030000001000000200000020

000007000000200000020000060000000000000000265.259999999000000100265.25000
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000010000000100000000000000100000010000000000000000000000000000000000001

0000000500000010000001200000012000000020000000000000000SANTA PAULA              

009306000001110070042000000400000040000001000000020                

020011040000071000000100000010000001000000400000010000002000000700000070

00000100000140010.050010.150000002000009900000020000001999999900000100000

0010000002HOME                                                                            FILLMORE                                                                        

WESTERN FARM SV                                                                 FILLMORE                 

000000500000010000001000000100000003000000030000111000000110000001100001

110000001000000200000040000001000000000000000000001000000700000020000002

0000007000000200000110000025000000000000000265.259999999000000100265.2500

000001000000010000000000000010000001000000000000000000000000000000000000

10000000500000010000001200000012000000020000000000000000SANTA PAULA              

0093060000011100700420000004000000400000010000000200:25:00         
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Appendix 7: HARC file used for linking Datasets to the SDA  
Analysis Tools (truncated) 

 
[GENERAL] 
# Title is optional but recommended 
TITLE = Travel Survey Datasets 
# Can suppress debug mode by specifying 'DEBUG = NO' 
# (here commented out) 
DEBUG = YES 
# PATH for the SDA LOG file 
# (here commented out) 
LOGFILE = /pkg/surveyarchive_web/htdocs/sda/gac-sda.log 
# URL for the DIRECTORY containing the HTML help documents 
HELPDOCS = http://surveyarchive.org/sda/helpfiles 
# IMPORTANT NOTE ON SUBSETTING: 
# If customized subsetting is to be enabled, specify: 
#   1) The PATHNAME for the directory to store temporary files. 
#      (Note that this directory must be writeable by the 
#      CGI process -- which often means this directory must be 
#      writeable by "the world".) 
#   2) A valid URL for that SAME directory so that the files can 
#      be downloaded via the user's browser.# 
#SUBTMPDIR = /pkg/ipums_beta/htdocs/usa/sda/tmpdir 
#SUBTMPURL = http://beta.ipums.org/usa/sda/tmpdir 
 
[PROGRAMS] 
# Full path to SDA programs directory (not URL) 
SDAPATH = /pkg/surveyarchive_web/cgi-bin/sda/2.1 
# Which programs to enable for the datasets in this HARC file 
SDAPROGS = tables means correl corrtab regress listcase logit 
 
[HEADER] 
This is a demonstration of SDA (Survey Documentation and Analysis),  
a set of programs developed and maintained by the Computer-assisted 
Survey Methods program at UC Berkeley.   
<strong> Note that you can include HTML formatting tags in the  
HEADER and FOOTER text. </strong> 
[FOOTER] 
<strong> 
Hint for running analysis programs: </strong> 
<br> 
Click the "Extra Codebook Window" button to open  
an extra window for the codebook.  Then you can 
easily find the names of variables to enter 
into the analysis option screens. 
 
DATASET =   twin_cities_1990 
DATALABEL = Twin Cities 1990 
CODEBOOK =  http://www.surveyarchive.org/sda/tc_1990/doc/tc_1.htm 
SDADATA =   /pkg/surveyarchive_web/htdocs/sda/tc_1990 
VARCASE =   lower 
WEIGHT = ##none(No weight) perwt(Person weight) hhwt(Household weight) slwt(Sample-line weight)  
* 
DATASET =   tc2000 
DATALABEL = Twin Cities 2000 
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CODEBOOK =  http://www.surveyarchive.org/sda/TC2000/doc/hcbk.htm 
SDADATA =   /pkg/surveyarchive_web/htdocs/sda/TC2000 
VARCASE =   lower 
WEIGHT = ##none(No weight) perwt(Person weight) hhwt(Household weight) slwt(Sample-line weight)  
* 
DATASET =   anchorage 
DATALABEL = Anchorage Household Travel Survey 
CODEBOOK =  http://www.surveyarchive.org/sda/Anchorage/doc/hcbk.htm 
SDADATA =   /pkg/surveyarchive_web/htdocs/sda/Anchorage 
VARCASE =   lower 
WEIGHT = ##none(No weight) perwt(Person weight) hhwt(Household weight) slwt(Sample-line weight)  
* 
DATASET = Atlanta1991 
DATALABEL = Atlanta Household Travel Survey 1991 
CODEBOOK =  http://www.surveyarchive.org/sda/Atlanta91/doc/hcbk.htm 
SDADATA =   /pkg/surveyarchive_web/htdocs/sda/Atlanta91 
VARCASE =   lower 
WEIGHT = ##none(No weight) perwt(Person weight) hhwt(Household weight) slwt(Sample-line weight)  
* 
DATASET = Atlanta2001 
DATALABEL = Atlanta Household Travel Survey 2001 
CODEBOOK =  http://www.surveyarchive.org/sda/Atlanta/doc/hcbk.htm 
SDADATA =   /pkg/surveyarchive_web/htdocs/sda/Atlanta 
VARCASE =   lower 
WEIGHT = ##none(No weight) perwt(Person weight) hhwt(Household weight) slwt(Sample-line weight)  
* 
DATASET = Boston 
DATALABEL = Boston Household Travel Survey 
CODEBOOK = http://www.surveyarchive.org/sda/Boston/doc/hcbk.htm 
SDADATA =   /pkg/surveyarchive_web/htdocs/sda/Boston 
VARCASE =   lower 
WEIGHT = ##none(No weight) perwt(Person weight) hhwt(Household weight) slwt(Sample-line weight)  
* 
DATASET = Chicago 
DATALABEL = Chicago Area Transportation Study 
CODEBOOK = http://www.surveyarchive.org/sda/Chicago/doc/hcbk.htm 
SDADATA =   /pkg/surveyarchive_web/htdocs/sda/Chicago 
VARCASE =   lower 
WEIGHT = ##none(No weight) perwt(Person weight) hhwt(Household weight) slwt(Sample-line weight)  
* 
DATASET = DC1968 
DATALABEL = Washington DC 1968 
CODEBOOK = http://www.surveyarchive.org/sda/DC1968/doc/hcbk.htm 
SDADATA =   /pkg/surveyarchive_web/htdocs/sda/DC1968 
VARCASE =   lower 
WEIGHT = ##none(No weight) perwt(Person weight) hhwt(Household weight) slwt(Sample-line weight)  
* 
DATASET = DC1988 
DATALABEL = Washington DC 1988 
CODEBOOK = http://www.surveyarchive.org/sda/DC1988/doc/hcbk.htm 
SDADATA =   /pkg/surveyarchive_web/htdocs/sda/DC1988 
VARCASE =   lower 
WEIGHT = ##none(No weight) perwt(Person weight) hhwt(Household weight) slwt(Sample-line weight)  
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End Notes 
 
                                                

i Upon initial recoding, it was realized that SDA failed to identify ‘9999999’ as a 

missing value and included it in the analysis which led to erroneous results. The bug was 

found in the DDL (DEFINE DDL) file and suitable modifications were made to the 

program such that it identified ‘9999999’ as a missing value thereby excluding it from 

analysis.  
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